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The New Zealand-born DJ, Producer and MC has come a long way since arriving in 
Berlin with nothing but a dream and a backpack: From smashing warehouse 
raves, turning streams into fully-fledged dance-off’s or casually mashing-up 
renowned dance floors, Fuckoff’s relentless positive energy and refreshingly 
nonchalant style have earned her a serious hype and a loyal following. 
 
Breaking through under the unlikely circumstances of full lockdown and after 
her steamy HÖR debut went viral, Fuckoff’s productions instantly turned heads. 
With her signature provocative lyrics, breakneck speed and energy-laden twists, 
standouts like “B.I.M.B.” and her contribution to “Trick” by Dagga have become 
instantly recognizable DJ favorites that saw releases on the likes of International 
Chrome & none / such recordings. 
 
While her DJ debut had to be postponed for over a year, Fuckoff wasted no time 
to blow the roof off parties. Dealing dancefloor damage around Berlin and 
neighbouring countries, she serves a fast-paced mixing style with unapologetic 
blends across various shades of the hardcore spectrum. On top of her 
energetic mixing, her standout live PA’s add an extra threat to her shows, 
regularly sending ravers into a craze. 
 
While channeling a distinctively youthful energy, DJ Fuckoff’s roots go way back: 
Literally growing up at early Bush Doof’s organized by her parents, electronic 
music has been integral from the earliest of ages. After cutting her teeth as a 
producer and MC on throwback hip hop productions, her focus soon shifted to 
electronic music. While being thoroughly informed by previous generations of 
dance music, DJ Fuckoff's own take – as the name suggests – doesn’t fear eroding 
genres, standards and stereotypes.  
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